Introduction
This paper focuses on the assessment of the Czech Republic as an intermodal logistics platform within the CEE and the challenges considering intermodal infrastructure developments, operation of transport services, organization of transport chains and their bottlenecks. It seeks to expand the port regionalization thesis by looking at a context where freight distribution is concerning a landlocked location and that two maritime facades are simultaneously competing. The timing and orientation of where the main bottlenecks will be improved in the Czech Republic will strongly influence the scale and orientation of its regionalization.
Since the Czech Republic is a landlocked country, the majority of its international overseas trade depends solely on the efficiency of its rail and road links between nearby European ports, primarily Hamburg, Bremerhaven and Rotterdam in the North Sea Range and Koper on the Adriatic / Mediterranean range. With the European Union (EU) enlargement in 2004, the country has benefited from a surge in exports, which went on par with an increased demand for transport and logistics services. Competition is becoming a matter of quality of the provided transport services (Ng and Ducruet, 2014) . With attempts to reduce the costs of distribution and with higher transport costs in landlocked countries in general, it is more challenging for manufacturers, distributors, importers and exporters located in the Czech Republic to compete effectively on the global market. As such, the Czech Republic is characterized by a partially landlocked logistics system, implying that even if the country is landlocked, European economic and infrastructure integration substantially mitigates these constraints as compared with fully landlocked countries that do not share a high level of integration with the countries granting access to international maritime trade. The development of efficient, reliable and high capacity corridors towards maritime gateways is thus of strategic importance in this context (Rodrigue et al., 2013) .
The Czech Republic is well positioned to develop a dual port regionalization strategy by catering both to the Northern and Mediterranean ranges. Although this form of port competition (Pallis et al., 2010) and regionalization has been investigated in the Western European context (NEA, 2011) , little is known about the structure it will take in the CEE context (Kolář, 2013) . This uncertainty is further accentuated since the intermodal network is under development and that the structure of this development will influence the regionalization of Northern Range and Mediterranean ports in this part of Europe. National transport policy thus has a window of opportunity to influence port regionalization (Monios and Wilmsmeier, 2012) by providing favorable conditions in terms of legal framework and infrastructure for carriers, operators and their customers.
Regionalization and Layers of Logistics Activity
The freight transport system of a region can be better understood through four general layers of logistics activity, which include the locational, infrastructure, transport and logistics layers (Rodrigue et al., 2013) . The components of these layers have different adaptability levels in facing market changes. From this perspective, it is relevant to look at a comparative framework for logistical platforms, primarily how hinterland access bottlenecks have been addressed in CEE countries that are landlocked or within a broader perspective beyond the CEE region while primarily influenced by port dynamics. A systematic perspective of these components and their evolving interactions is usually lacking and is completely absent in case of the Czech Republic.
The existing literature and research covering freight distribution neglects (Woo et al., 2011) (TUAS, 2013) . This paper advocates that a layer-based approach to logistics activities provides a more comprehensive and multidimensional perspective including logistics activities, inland ports (bringing the massification inland), intermodal infrastructure, road infrastructure and drayage operations, rail corridors and operators, transport and supply chains, relations between carriers and freight forwarders and intermodal transport policy. Each of these dimensions is part of a specific layer (Notteboom and Rodrigue, 2007) and is characterized with different levels of temporal stability (Figure 1) .
The subsequent sections look at these layers in detail. The findings are put into perspective with the regionalization approach in the context of a land locked port hinterland.
Location Layer -Dimensions in the Czech Republic

Logistics Activities
Port location positively affects the accessibility of the Czech Republic to the international trade routes if complemented with efficient infrastructure links and transport services between the port and its hinterland (OECD and ITF, 2009) . In other words, the location and proximity of the Northern Sea Range ports shapes the Czech Republic´s logistics activities. In spite of the fact that the Czech Republic is an export oriented economy with a consistent foreign trade surplus, imports represent 60% of the total containerized cargo being handled. Transportation in maritime (ISO) containers represents 96.6% of all intermodal transport (in tons) including the maritime leg. In 2012, 520, 000 Twenty-Foot Equivalent Unit (TEU) were handled by the Czech Republic with 74.2% of containers being full. The remaining 25.8% represents empty containers repositioned to yards and depots mostly in Germany and Poland (MDCR, 2013) .
For the Czech Republic´s overseas containerized trade, the transportation of containers (regardless of the mode) is handled by a limited set of gateway ports (Hamburg, Bremerhaven, Koper and Rotterdam) . Two different port clusters for imports and exports can be identified. First, there are the most important European ports within the North Sea Range. Second, several of the North Adriatic ports also have to be considered. For the Czech Republic, only four of the above mentioned ports have a significant market share in terms of containerized cargo.
The port of Hamburg dominates with a 60 percent share (300,000 TEU), followed by Bremerhaven (19%), Koper (15%), Rotterdam (3%) and Piraeus (2%) (SSL CR, 2016) . A recent study estimated the port-to-region accessibility in relation to maritime liner service costs underline that the Northern Range ports have a cost advantage in relation to Adriatic ports for the Asia trade (NEA, 2011).
Inland Ports
The development of inland ports is a fundamental aspect for a more effective integration of hinterlands to port ranges, particularly when a country is partially landlocked. The maintenance and expansion projects for making the Elbe River navigable year-long is incomplete and can thus cannot be used as an inland waterway for container shipping (Hafen Hamburg, 2013) .
Infrastructure Layer: Its Dimensions and Bottlenecks in the Czech Republic
For the Czech Republic, the infrastructure layer includes intermodal container terminals and depots located within the country or those located abroad (mostly in Germany and used for the repositioning of empty containers) and the rail corridors and road network used for the export and import of containerized cargo from the gateway ports.
Intermodal Infrastructure
The European logistics market heavily depends on road transport (Steer Davies Gleave, 2009 ). The quality and capacity of linkages that include connectivity between roads and motorways, road and rail container terminals and to container ports used for exports and imports are the core factors defining the position of the Czech Republic within CEE intermodal transport chains. As such, the Czech Republic has a modal profile than differs from its European counterparts (European Commission, 2013) . Main container rail-road terminals in term of their stacking capacity container are owned and operated by private companies. The key Prague Uhrineves terminal and Ceska Trebova terminal are operated by METRANS (capacity 15,000 TEUs) and are the biggest inland rail container terminals in the CEE with annual lifts of about 300,000 TEUs. A significant share of transshipment for the Czech containerized cargo trade also takes place at Dunajska Streda terminal in Slovakia,which is linked to the port of Koper in Slovenia.
In terms of the effective intermodal transport utilization, discrepancies are observed. The Dunajska Streda container terminal has the same capacity as the terminal operated by METRANS in Prague, including the same equipment pool (such as terminal cranes and reach stackers). However, it transships only 60% of the TEU turnover of Prague's. This is due to lower rail capacity for consolidated container trains from Adriatic ports such as Koper despite the rail linkage Koper -Budapest (with high capacity rail diversion to Dunajska Streda terminal) being one of the Trans-European Transport Networks (TEN-T) rail axes but with insufficient public support and co-funding (in Slovenia). The location of the main intermodal rail-road terminals does not reflect the needs and location of the national logistic activities and commercial interests, which results in high levels of road haulage. In addition, there is limited liberalization of the rail sector, implying a less competitive rail market (Mazáč et al., 2010) .
A key challenge of this dimension within the infrastructure level of logistics activity resides in the availability of intermodal equipment (containers and chassis) by the shipping lines in the local market to satisfy the requirements of exporters. Most shipping lines have conventionally a high percentage of empty containers in backhaul trades to the Far East. Since there is an excess of container imports in the Czech Republic, most containers (special equipment such as reefer containers or tank containers) are repositioned via Czech or Germany located container depots for German exports or being shipped empty back to the Far East where a high demand for empty containers persists to fulfil exports.
Road infrastructure
The road network of the Czech Republic has to handle high volumes of transit transport between Germany and Balkan (South-East Europe) countries. The highway links have been under enlargement and reconstruction with completion spanning through 2013 -2020 and co-financed by EU funds. The current construction projects have already started causing delays for both national and transit traffic. The most salient issue is thus the insufficient pace of development of the motorway network. The network is unable to cope with the increasing number of transit movements that took place after the EU enlargement of 2004. The most critical case concerns the missing part of the D8 motorway between Prague and Dresden (Germany). At the same time, the infrastructure is deteriorating due to insufficient maintenance funding, with the exception of the motorway network co-financed by TEN-T projects. These projects are strictly linked to EU funds and their 6 year-budget periods regardless of changes in national transport policy objectives and their financing. Since there is more supranational project control and auditing involved, these projects are usually less delayed compared to those solely financed by national or regional public funds.
Rail Corridors
The Czech Republic has the highest rail network density (124 km/1,000km2) in the European Union (Eurostat, 2015) . The total track length is 9,505 km, with 2,926 km being electrified and nearly all the network meeting the standard European 1435 mm gauge (RIA, 2013) . Most rail infrastructure is state owned and managed by the Rail Infrastructure Administration (RIA), which also sets the rail use pricing policy for the rail operators. Most of the rail corridors are used by operators running consolidated container trains between the main intermodal terminals and the main container ports (Hamburg, Bremerhaven, Rotterdam and Koper) . There are four rail corridors being part of TEN-T rail corridors. The key rail operator in the intermodal market is METRANS. With the country being part of the pan European rail network with corridors transporting nearly 1 million TEUs per year that are partly transshipped by main intermodal terminals, it is essential to mitigate organizational, legal and technical bottlenecks in rail infrastructure. One of the key obstacles includes limited rail interoperability in combined and intermodal transport chains without required connections to logistics and industrial centers by rail sidetrack (TASW, 2011) . Public support for revitalization of used rail sidetracks is missing despite the availability of EU funding. Generally, the terminal or logistics facilities operators favor its realization without time-consuming bureaucratic processes related to the EU funding system in the Czech Republic. Besides, public-private partnership (PPP) infrastructure projects are not even proposed since PPP cooperation faces many process and organizational issues in the area of road infrastructure.
In regard to the National Transport Policy of the Czech Republic for 2012 -2020 (MDCR, 2012), the rail infrastructure is favored to road haulage both by financial public support and its strategic position. On the other hand, private sector involvement is still lacking since the Government has not included the rail transport stakeholders in the Policy proposal and its implementation. The situation may change since rail cargo carriers and operators have recently established a trade group (Association of Rail Cargo Operators; ZESNAD) to promote their interests within the national policy.
Transport Layer: Its Dimensions and Bottlenecks in the Czech Republic
The transport layer of logistics activity includes operations by transport and supply chain actors (e.g. shipping lines, freight forwarders, rail operators and road carriers). Each is characterized by different market power and ongoing change in their relations, which is determined by their level of cooperation and competition.
Transport and Supply Chain
One of the most important relations concerns carriers and freight forwarders that act as customers under carrier haulage contracts and as competitors in the case of the merchant haulage contracts (Panayides et al., 2011) , arranging inland transportation and related services between the port and inland beneficiary cargo owners.
There are 18 shipping lines with their branch offices or agents' offices in the Czech Republic (SSL CR, 2016) . Nevertheless, a substantial share of containerized cargo is managed by parent offices located in Germany or Austria. The Czech container market is quite specific in terms of high level of carrier haulage by the shipping lines with relatively low ratio of merchant haulage having freight forwarders as key party for inland transportation.
Generally, the decision making power of the Czech branches is rather limited. Proposals related to strategic sales decision making need to be confirmed by the European branch office in Austria (Vienna), Germany (Hamburg) or the United Kingdom (London). The freight forwarders market is mostly dominated by German headquartered companies. Besides, it is very difficult to draw a line between the markets positioning of freight operators (Poláček, 2015) since some of the freight forwarders such as Kuhne & Nagel start to play an important role as non-vessel operating common carrier (NVOCC) (Šrámková and Niko, 2014) .
The road haulage carriers market is fragmented, which is common in the industry. Due to the high level of competition and low margins, the mid-sized and small-sized freight forwarders are active in contracting carriers with only several trucks in operation to provide both international and regional haulage (Schramm, 2012) . Market fragmentation in the road transport sector is also associated with a wide range of service quality in part due to the lack of training level for truck drivers.
Carriers and Freight Forwarders
The relation between the carriers and the freight forwarders concerns market power between these players and beneficial cargo owners. The key final customers for the freight forwarders and container transport shipping lines in the Czech Republic include: automotive and aircraft industry, electronic assembly, retailing goods or, leather manufacturing and clothing semi-products.
Conclusion
The emergence of a dual regionalization process in the Czech Republic for the port clusters of the Northern Sea range (primarily Hamburg) and the East-Mediterranean Adriatic (Koper and Rijeka) is unfolding. This dualism involves two maritime ranges with their respective regionalization strategies that have different scale and scope and thus outcomes.
On the long run, the TEU turnover share of North Sea ports is likely to increase since they provide more favorable conditions for their customers (shipping lines, distributers and 3PLs). This scenario will be enhanced with cooperation between public policy makers implementing the national transport policy and market players such as carriers and terminal operators. NS range ports are better linked to their CEE hinterland in terms of rail and road infrastructure. North Adriatic ports can be called by vessels with a maximum capacity of 10,000 TEUs, which is less competitive compared to the economies of scale of 12,000 -20,000 TEUs ships handled by main North Sea ports. This is further underlined by the insufficient funding for rail infrastructure development in Adriatic ports. Despite shorter transit time between the Far East compared to Northern Sea Range, namely Hamburg or Rotterdam, ports such as Koper or Rijeka will continue to serve as complementary ports to shipments to the Czech Republic and the CEE in general. At this point, there is limited evidence available that could change this imbalanced relationship, underlining that once effective regionalization strategies have been implemented, they are excessively difficult to reverse. In spite of locational advantages, the infrastructure layer has a deep influence on freight flows and logistics. Table 1 summarizes the logistics layers, their respective dimensions and the key issues the Czech Republic faces.
A multidimensional perspective for intermodal transport in the Czech Republic and the identification of the relevant bottlenecks underline that no effective long-term national transport policy has been developed for container transport. Unless this shortcoming is mitigated, the Czech Republic will continue to have its trade flows mostly influenced by the strategies of external actors such as shipping lines and freight forwarders. 
